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I. INTRODUCTION 



1 

I!JTRODUGTION 

The chemical potential, or partial molal free energy, of any component 

in .a liquid solution is related to its chemical potential in some reference 

solution of the conrponents at the same temperature and pressure by the 

equation 

u : u.0 + RT 1n a (1) 

u = chemical potential of corrrponent in solution 

u0 = ehia'JTJi cal potential of' component in reference solution 

a : aetivlty of component in solution relative to its 

activity in the reference solution. 

This equation., applied to a solute, ma:y be written in terms of the 

molal concentration, m., of' the solute through the introduction of a para

meter known as the acti \Tity coefficient, Y ,, defined as 

a :Ym (2) 

The introduction by G .. N. Lewis of the activity .funct.ion and the 

activity coefficient into the thermodynamic treatm.ent of solutions has re

sulted in the development of a set of relations w'hich can be applied to 

non-ideal :,olutions independently of the factors producing the deviationsl. 

As a result of the general usefulness of activities in solution thermo

dynaimes, the evaluation of activity coefficients has constituted a very 

important area of experimental inves-t,igation. 

References to methods for detarmining the activity coefficient oi' the 

solute in tr,o-component liquid solutions are readily found in standard 

reference works on che:mical therr11odyna.mics2,. These methods may be classi

fied dependent upon whether it is a property of the solvent or of the 

solute that is measured. Since there seems to be no method ideally appli-



cable -to all solutions; each rnethod must be considered in relation to its 

suitability for the system under investigation. 
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Of the methods depending upon measurement of a property of the solvent,

one oi' the si."l'.!plest in principle is the measurement of the vapor pressure. 

If the solute is relatively nonvolatile (as in the case of a salt dissolved 

in watel"), the vapor in equilibrium ,nth the solution will be essentially 

that of the solvent only. The chemical potential of the solvent and its 

vapor pressure in the solution is then related to it.s potential in a refer

ence solution by the well-known transformation of equation (1) 

ul : ui + RT 1n Pi/Pf (3) 

p1/p~ - activity of the solvent. 

Knowing values of the ratio Pi/Pt as a function of the solute molality per

mits the cornputation of the chemical potential of the solvent as a function 

of the solute molality. By means of yet another useful equation in thermo

dynamics, k-now:'1 as the Gibbs-Du.hem3 relation, the chemical potential of the 

solute is related to the chemical potential of the solvent as follows1 

n1 du1 + n2 du2 ::: 0 

n1 = moles of component l 

nz moles of component 2 

(4) 

u1 ehenrl..oal potential of component 1 in the solution 

u2 chemical potential of component 2 in the solution. 

Aside from the experi!n.enta.l a.rid mathema:tical difficulties in the 

evaluation and use of the quantities in equations. l - 4, the problem is 

straightforward in its solution. 

The experimental methods for the measurement of the lowering of the 

vapor pressure of a solvent may be classified into five groups: direct 
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static, direct dynamic, transpiration, dew .... point, and isopiestic. 

In the direct static met,hod4., a mixture of known composition is 

placed in an evacuated container and the preosure directly read with a 

manometer. The accuracy of this method is limited by both the amount of 

dissolved air and other impurities wl:lioh may be present, and the difficulty 

encountered in measuring the pressure exactly .. 

The direct dynamic methods consists of boiling a liquid at a fixed 

temperature by adjusting the external pressure and condensing the vapor 

for analysis. Superheating and change in the boiling point during the 

collection o:f a sample make temperature measurement difficult. .. Further 

difficulty is encou."'ltered in quantitatively condensing and analyzing the 

vapor. 
/ 

In the transpiration method0 , a measured amount of inert gas is satu-

rated with the vapors of the liquid by passing the gas through a series of 

sa.turators and analyzing the vapors to determine their partial pre.ssures .. 

The experimental difficulties involved are: completely saturating the inert 

gas with the vapors o;f the liquid being measured, constructing a gas-tight 

apparatus, and absorbing the vapors for analysis .. 

The dew-point method7 is also available for determining vapor pressure 

and eonsists of eooling the vapor to a point where it starts to condense~ 

This method is limited to binary solutione of nonvolatile solutes because 

of the difficulty in finding surfaces whiohwould separately indicate the 

dew-Points of two volatile conrponents as in a mixed solvent. 

In the isopiestic method8" two vessels containing different conoen-

trations of solute i..~ the same solvent are placed in a closed space and; 

be.cause the vapor pressures of the two solutions are dil'ferent, solvent, 

will distill from one vessel into the other until the vapor pressures or 



the solutions a.re the same. If' the vapor pressure of one solution is knovm 

accurately at. all compositions, then the vapor pressure of the isopiestic 

solution can be found. The chief difficulty with this method is the time 

required to reach equilibrium, but this has bee:1. overcome by Robinson and 

Sinc1air8 by selecting a solution ha.vj_ng a knovm va;.oor pressure close to 

the one being examined. This method is capable of high precision. 

In the case of a liquid solution of three components consisting of a 

solvent and two solutes, a know1odge of the chemical {)otential of the 

solvent as a function of the composition of the solution is not sufficient 

to determine the activity of the other components since t.he Bxtended Gibbs

Duhem equation rt3lating the che:roicc:,l potentials now has the fo:rm 

This equation has three variables of ,vhich two are completely independent. 

Consequently, many of the methods a.v,2ilable for rreasuring the activity of 

a solute ,:fu.ich have been found useful in the cat;o of binary solutions by 

study of some pro·perty of the solvent related to its chemical potential 

are not applicable to ternary solutions. Indeed the problem is theoretical

ly and experimentally far more difficult, and those methods which have been 

applied in a fer, cases are subject to rather severe limitations. Examples 

of some of these ·(nethods 0ibich may be used und.er s-pecial condi dons are 

ion-exchange resin equilib:!'.'ia9, partition of salts between immiscible 

solvents10, and electromotive force studies11• 

The extended Gibbs-Duhem equation for a three-component system in 

principle can be made the basis for the estimation of the activity of a 

salt in concentrated aqueous solutions of hyc1roch1oric acid by the raeasure

ment of t.he partial pressures of water and hydrogen chloride in equilibrium 

with the solution. Consider equation (5). By dividing each term by n1 



and setting the ratio of n2/n1 equal to a constant, k, one obtains 

(6) 

Equation (6) can be writtt:on to show the variation of chemical poten-

tial with respect to n3, the number of moles of the nonvolatile component: 

(7) 

Substitution into equation ( 1) of the relations bct,1een the chemical poten-

tial and the equilibriur-a partial pressure and activities of the volatile 

and nonvolatile components, respectively, gives 

Consider nmv a function, ¢ , defined by 

rj : 1n P);P~ = 1n PJ. + k ln P2 (9) 

Differentiation of¢ •nith rospec:t to n3 gives 

(10) 

It can be seen by comparison of equations (8) and (10) that equation (8) 

can be reivri tten as 

Integration of equation (11) leaves 

¢" a.'' 
3 

(11) 

(12) 
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It ca..'1 be seen from equation (12) that from a knowledge of the equi

libriuxn partial pressure of both water and hydrogen chloride as a function 

of the concentrat.ion of the nonvolatile salt at constant water/acid com

positior1., k, the relative activity of' the salt can be calculated. 

Aside from the necessity of performing a graphical integration of 

equation (12) and preliminary treatment of the dat&t to be.st, per.form tr.is 

integration, the main problem involved is the experimental one of obtain

ing the vapor pressure lowerings of the HC1-H2o lf1;1i.xed solvent11 by the 

salt .• 

Of the several ways of deterruining vapor pressures, the transpiration 

or gas ... saturation method was considered to be the best adapted to measure 

the Yapor pressure lmverings in a sal t-H20-HCl system. Based on practical 

considerations the hydrocl:iloric acid solutions should be sufficiently con

cent,rated to have a measurable vapor pressure of hydrogen chloride and 

,.-rater, and the salt solution :must be concentrated enough to cause detect

able change in t.:he partial pressures from their values when no salt is 

present. The method is therefore lirrn. ted to acid concentrations i.11 excess 

of seven molal where there is a significant, vapor pressure o.f hydrochloric 

acid. 

If a measured volume of' inert gas is saturated with the vapors of a 

two•com:ponent solvent, and the vapors analyzed for the volatile components, 

the partial pressures can be determined by the follcrwi.ng calculations. 

By Dal ton's lavr of partial pressures, which holds within experimental 

limits for pressures of one atmosphere, 

P ; t)_ + P2 + P3 

P : total pressure 
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P1, P2 - partial pres.sures of the components i..'1 the mixed solvent 

P.3 : partial pressure of' inert gas. 

If the vapors behave as ideal gases, then their partial pressures are 

proportional to their mole fractions 

P1 : the partial pressure of component 1 

n1,· n2, n3 : moles of gases 

P : external pressure 

The experimental problems offered by the met,hod a.re then:. (1) to 

aceurately measure the moles of gas saturated, (2) to selectively absorb 

the vapors. of the "mixed.0 sclvent., and (3) to completely saturate the gas. 



II. PURPOSE .AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION 



PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE INVES'l'IGATION 

Because of the increasing importance of organic solvent extraction 

processes involving aqueous solutions of inorganic salts, fundamental 

studies on the nature. of such processes are of practical importance. 

Aqueous hydrpchloric acid solutions of many salts have been found to 

partition the metal salt favorably into the organic phase in cases where 

no partition occurs in the absence of the acid.. It is, there.fore, 

essential to have data on the activity of these salts in hydrochloric 

acid solutions in gaining a better understanciing of this phenomenon. 

This investigation was undertaken to provide an apparatus v:hich 

could be used in obtaining activity data through a. measurement of the 

vapor pressure lowering of hydrochloric acid-water mixtures by salts. 

The gas saturation apparatus of Pearce and Snow6 was suitably modified, 

and preliminar.y experiments were made em.ploying pure water and aqueous 

hydrochloric acid solutions. 

B 
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The g.as-saturation :method as applied in this work involved the elec-

trol;ytie generation of a measured a-nount of hydrogen and. oxygen gas which 

was passed first through a pre-satura.tor maintained at a temperature 

appronmately five degrees higher than the final saturation temperature, 

and finally through eight satura.tors in a constant-temperature bath main

tained at )OGC. The eXit vapors were selectively absorbed in a suitable 

train, and the increase in weight of the absorbers was measured... From 

the observed increase in weight the number of moles of vapors carried in 

the exit gas stream and hence the mole tractions were calculated. 

Gas Genera.tors, Originally six electrolysis cells, shown in Figure I; ------
vrere constructed using three-liter, wide-mouth bottles !. filled to within 

.one-half inch of -the bottom of the rubber stopper with 25~ sodium hydroxide 

solution prepared .from C.P. sodium by'droxide. The eleetrodes !! l'f.ere made 

from electrolytic nickel sheet., 9 cm. x 6 c.111. x 0.1 em., and were suspended 

by nickel wire leads which were welded to the nickel sheet. The leads were 

enolosed in pyrax glass tubes inserted through the stopper.. These tubes 

were fused to the niekel leads e.t the bottom, and filled with sealing wax 

at the top.. The eleetrodes inside the bottle were separated by a glass 

cylinder c extending through the middle two-thirds of the solution top~ -
vent catalytic recombination of tJie hydrogen and oxygen. The tops of the 

stoppers were· coated with seal.i.ng wax and finally painted with Fisher 
) 

"Seal.it" paint.. 

'l'he first several ealihra.tion attempts., using distilled water. gave 

vap:0r pressure values for distilled wa:ter which were from two to five 

percent lower than the accepted value. Since the original cells were 
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FIGURE I 

Original Gas Generators 

a 3-liter bottle 

b nickel electrodes 

·. -, e glass cylinder 

A 
I 

·A 

' I I 
I I I ' _, 

Cross section A-A 



constructed of amber glass, changes in the appearance of the electrodes 

passed un:n.oticed. No mention of difficulty in the use of similar elec

trodes had been mentioned in th.e vmrk of Pearce and Snow6. Later in 

carefully checking the apparatus to find the source of the errors a 

black deposit was observed on the cathode. This deposit was analyzed 

and found to contain nickel, probably as metallic nickel. Upon further 

11 

experimentation it was .found that a black c1eposi t was formed on the anode 

at higher current densities. Attempts to remove the trouble by electro

depo.siti:ng a fresh nickeJ surface were unsuccessful, a.0.d the nickel 

electrodes v,0re abandoned in favor of platinum gauze electrodes since no 

electrode reaction e.xcept the formation of hydrogen and or;gen could be 

toleratod. 

'J.'he final design of the electrolysis cells which proved to be entirely 

satisfactor;_y is ill11strated in Figure II. Six tYro-liter, wide-mouth 

bottles a were filled to within two inches of the bottom of the stopper 

vd th 20jg suJ.furi.c acid. ThE;; platinum 0lectrodes b wer0 of tho conventional 

type used in elcctroanalysis and were suspended by platinum vrire leads en-

closed in t1ivo :mm. capillary tubing. The tubing was inserted through the 

cork stopper and sealed ,;t thG bottom with polystyrene since all attempts 

to fuse the heavy platinum leads into soft gl2.ss were unsuccessful. 'I'he 

electrodes cwre separated by a gl8.ss cylinc1er S:_ extend.ing through the 

middle two-thirds of the solution to prevent catalytic recombination of 

the hydrogen an.cl oxygen. The electrodes, exit tube, and glass cylinder 

Ymre enclosed in a second glass cylinder i fitted with a pyrex wool plug 

at the upper end. A hole Wb.S blovm in tho side of this cylinder to allow 

equalization of the pressure in the electrolysis coll. 'rhe first experi

ments using platinum electrod;:;s and H2S04 had shown that the sulfuric acid 



FIGURE II 

Final Gas Generators 

A 

Cross Section A-A 

a 2-liter bottle 

b platinum electrodes 

c glass cylinder 

d glass cylinder 

12 
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spray on the bottom o.f the stopper readily diffused through the holes 

where the eleetrode tubes were inserted a,"1d attacked the sealing material, 

thus causing the cell eventually to leak. A flat cork stopper was 

selected of the proper size so that it could be countersunk one-fourth 

inch into the mouth of the bottle. All glass tubing, except for the exit 

tube, was then brought out flush with the top of the stopper. The cap ... 

illary tubes were fillBd with IOO'ircu.ry and a copper wire inserted into the 

mercury. 'l'he recess above the stopper v.ras now filled l'ii th a thick coating 

of ffPi.cein 11 and hea.t<;;d Ydth an infrared lamp to bake out trapped air. A 

mercury manometer was attached to the manifold tube of the g.s.s generators. 

ft..fter a pressure had been built up by the generation o;f gas, the apparatus 

was left to stand. for four hours to check for leaks. No detectable change 

in pressure was noted. 

St-1turators; The saturators, shown in Figure III, were of the type 
/ 

used by Pearce and Snor. These were made from 38 mm. x 300 nun. pyrex 

test tubes !;, into one end of which vras sealed at a slight inclination a 

·9 mm. tube:£. containing a 7 mm. bubbling tube.£. drawn down to a 2 :mm. cap

illary tip. A hole d was blown in the bottom of the 9 m:m. tube, just 

behind the tip of the capillary, to promote stirring. Each saturater was 

provided with an 8 mm. tube ~ to permit filling and cleaning and was made 

gas-tight by meaY1s of a :mereury seal ! . A lead-weighted inverted cup 

completed the seal. The overall length of each saturator was 23 cm. and 

its approx:i.mate volume was 250 cc. 

'I'he saturator train consisted of a pre-sat;urator kept in a separate 

constant-temperature bath and two sets of four saturators.. Each s.et of 

four saturators 7;ere glass sealed together, and the connections between 

the pre-saturater and the two sets were made ·w'ith ball-and-socke.t joints .. 



FIGURE III 

Saturator 

f 

L--
a 38 nm1. x 300 mm. pyre:x. test tube 

b 9 mm. pyrex tube 

c 7 :mm. bubbling tube 

d hole to 1::irmuote stirring 

e B mm. pyrex. tube 

f mercury seal 

14 
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Coulometer: Considerable thought ,H1s given to methods for measuring 

the volurne of the inert carrier To obt,ain the accuracy of 0.1% 

desired, some method of electrical generation seemed necessary since 

electrical mei:asurements are capable of high precision. '.l'he quantity of 

gas used in each experiment was measured by measuring the quar1ti ty of 

electricity needed to generate the gas by means of a silver coulometer 

of the type suggested by Rosa, Vinal and IlicDaniel12 • This coulometer has 

the advantages of being simple to construct and having an accuracy of at 

least 0.2%. 

'fhe silver coulometer used in this work is shoi.vn in Figure IV. It 

consisted essentially of a one-liter beaker ~; a silver cylinder E_, 10 cm. 

x 8 cm. x .08 cm.; and a platinum cylinder,£, 10 cm. x 5 cm. x 0.004 cm. 

The platinum cylinder wa.s suspended in a ten percent solution of reagent 

grade silver nitrate by means of a watch glass!! to which a. glass rod had 

been .fused at the center. A glass cylinder e was suspended between tho - -

favo electrodes with its lower end just beneath the surface of the solution 

to serve as a barrier in preventing any floating silver particles from 

reaching the platinum olectrode. Ordinarily, ix1 exact coulometric work.,. 

reagent grade silver nitrate is purified by recrystallizing from a nitric 

acid solution a.'1.d fusing the crystals for several minutes at 300°c. Rosa 

a.rid Vinal.12 , however, report an error of only three parts in ten thousand 

when using reagent grade silver nitrate in their coulometers. The accuracy 

of 0.1% sought in this investigation, therefore., would allow the use of 

this simple form of the silver coulometer employing reagent grade silver 

nitrate. 

In the firs.t several trials a simple copper coulometer wa.s used 

although it was recognized that the desired accuracy could not be obtained 
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FIGURE IV 

Silver Coulometer 

£ 

g 

a. 1-liter pyrex beaker 

b silver electrode 

c platinum electrode 

d watch glass 

e barrier 

f electrode leads 

g rubber stoppers 

16 
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Absorbcm'ts: After inws'i:,lgati.ng th<3 possibl6 abr.jorbznts, r..hich "lfould 

salect,i:rvly absorb hyil.i·oehloric acid ai1.d ;,;ri!J.1.:.er vapors, it wa:, clceided to 

use acihydrous 1Iia6n{:)sium ;?Brchlorat,e and 1tA.soariw.0 • Anhydrous magnesium 

pe:Pchlor~te is 1"e:r;,01;4,...ed as beL"'lZ ::;ts efi"iclent. as :phosr,ho:rrts fr.i'11toxirle in 

absorbing wat,er vapor at gas rates of riot 11.ore thnn fivz li ter1S pe:t' 1wur 

and is a Bui table drying &igont for hyilrochlor:Lc acid vapors bec<.iu.&e of 

its neutral n£4turel3. SeYeral t,ests. ,1te:re conducted to rkilternine if"' the 

magrtesitm1 r.erchlor&:t,s cou.ld l"t:I'iI(}VO the w,:;i,t,er vf!;por wi thou:t affecting t."1e 

hy<b:ochlorio a.aid vapor.. Air '.ja_s bubbled l"apidly thr,,ugh a sttv0n molal 

solution of byct1~ochlorie acid and thon pas:11;:,d .1':irst throu.17):l an abE;orber 

eontainir~ aGhydrous 1m1g-nesium :perchJ.orate, and finally throu,g'h an ab

sorber eontairrl.ng both nase~it-e:i1 and anhydrous magnesiu.'ll pere:hlorat,e .. 

'i'ha gas from the last absorber '::Ja,s bubbled through a solution of dilutca 

silver :rdt.ra.t~ t-0 test £or th® p:r-,;;i,sence of hydrogen chloride. At t..he end 

of eight lHnU."S thB silver nitrate solution was tnw.nim-;:d against. a darJ.c 

b!:.;c1cground, and no silver chloridt~ preeip,itute was v:tsible. Similarly 

the mugnesium perchlorate -aas di2s;:ilved in distilled water, tree.ted vrith 

dilut;;, Gilver rrl.trate,- and allovred to stand. for ono hour... l'~o tJilV($r 

chloride :prnei:pi. tat,i;; rr.;;.s "."i::,i'blc 11then e1:affi.tne,d ag~d.,,r;; t a dark background. 

l'he o.bsorptioi"l tubtis as ohown in Figure V r,-rere mudo hy r~0vinz the 

curved po1~t.ii1ru:i o:£ U-.shaped l:,O nin... glass-stt,Jppered drying tubes,, ·aud 

sealing t1-1e tv10 straight :portions togeth.er. 1~ hc,,atin;; coil of nichrome 

wir.o was 'Wri*l">pt:id ~round the mereury seal of the last saturator to prevent 

condensation .in the arm of the !irst absorber. 



Ii'IGUHE V 

Absorber 

a .mercury seal on last saturator 

b water level 

c heating coil 

d protection tube for heating coil 
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FIGURE VI 

Assembled Apparatus 
(Absorption train not shown) 

a electrolysis cells 

b leads to pow-er supply 

c leads to coulometer 

d pre-saturater 

e saturators 

f double-pole~ double-thro-vV switch 

g ball-and-socket joint 

Top View 

Front View 

19 



:t.liscellaneous parts: The temperature of the water bath was 

controlled by a 11 'rhermocap 11 capacitor-type electronic relay a.rid set to 

the desired temperature with a thermometer graduated to o.oS0 which was 

calibrated with Bureau of Standards' thermometer No. 87266. Temperature 

regulation was ± 0.02°c. 

20 

The water bath i.vas heated with a 75-watt light bulb connected to the 

"Thermocap11 electronic relay, and cooled by running tap water directly in

to the bath. Constant water level was maintained 1in th an automatic siphon. 

The power supply for the electrolysis cells consisted of four six-volt 

automobile storage batteries connect,ed in series vlith a :rheostat and milli

a:i1tllleter for current regulation. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Gas was :first passed through the saturators for a period of one hour 

to allow t,he system to come to equilibrium. 'rhe cireu.i t was then opened, 

the cou.lo:meter assembled, the absorbers attached, and the calibration 

started. At the end of trie experi:tnent the circuit was 01xn1:ad, tb.e cou-

lometer disassembled, .B.11d the absorbers removed... The platinum coulometer 

electrode was placed :Lfl a half-liter l)eaker and rinsed sENeral times 1.:ri. th 

distilled water U.13.til the rinse water gave no test £or silver. 'l'he rinse 

water was removed by siphon, leaving only a fei.'f ml. of water after each 

rinse '1o'fhieh w·a.s e1ramined for particles of silver. The coulo:meter electrode 

vms f'ina1ly dried in an oven at 120°c. for two hours. The absorbers were 

wiped 1n th a chamois skin~ placed in the balaJ1ce case overnight, and 

weighed in the morning. All -weighings ·were made to an accuracy of 0.2 mg. 

The silver deposited on the platinum electrode was replated onto the 

silver electrode by re1.rersing the polarity of the coulometer and using a 

small current cf approximately 0.3 amperes. After the silver was replated, 

the silver electrode was heated with an air torch until the silver crystals 

just began to fuse.. This treatment made ·the silver much more resistant to 

mechanical disintegration on use. 

The barometric pressure readings vrere made at, intervals of one-half 

hour during the run, averaged, and then corrected to o0c. ai,--id 45° latitude.. 

Calculations of :partial. vapor pressures were made in the follo,dng 

manner: 

n1 p 
nl + ~ + n3 
partial vapor pressure of compone11t l 

ni moles of component 1 
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n2 = moles of inert gases 

n3 - moles of component 2 

p - corrected atmospheric pressure. -
One fa.raday of electricity generated 0.75 mole of gases in each 

electrolysis coll according to the reaction 

or a total for six cells of 4.5 moles of gas. Th0refore, for every 

equivalent of silver plated, there were a total of 4.5 moles of gases 

generated. 



TABLE :t 

Results of CalibrB.tion with Co9.fHn· Coulometer 

Calibra
tion Ex-p. 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Current 
Amps. 

0.9s 
0.90 
o.78 
0.95 
1.05 

Gr. of Moles of 
H2o H20 

0.2168 
0.4305 
0.3011 
0.3223 
0.3470 

0.0120 
0.0239 
0.0167 
0.0179 
0 .. 0193 

Gr. of 
0µ 

2 .. 6392 
J.S993 
2.6466 
.3,/:,13;::0 
4.35.30 

Tote.1. 
Moles of Moles 
Inert Ge.s of Gas 

o.J736 
0 .. 552.1 
0.3747 
0.5567 
0.616.3 

0-3856 
0.5759 
01\3914 
0.,5746 
o.6355 

Press. 
Corr. 

Dlilh 

738 
734 
734 
740 
734 

Notes: (1) C&.libration experiments ,¥1, 114, and ii5 m~.de at 25°c. 

(2) Calibration exper.Lnents #2 and Ii) :made at 30°c. 

Vapor Press. 
H;p mm. 

22.95 
30.45 
31)33 
23.02 
22.42 

Rate o·f 
Time of G&.s Flow 
Exp. hrs. ec/sec. 

2.75 
4 • .33 
3.39 
3 .. 50 
3.42 

2.64 
2.40 
2.15 
3.07 
3.56 

N 
1,..) 



CLlibra
tion Exp. 

6 
7 
g 
9 

lO 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Notes; 

TABLE II 

Results of Calibration with Silver Cou:lo:meter 

Tottd Press. Rate. of 
Current Gr. of Moles of Gr. of Moles of' Moles Corr. Vai}or Press. Time of Gas F'low 

.Amps. H20 H20 . Ag Iiiert Gas at Gas mm. H2o •· Exp. hrs. cc/sec. 

0.47 0.2199 0.0122 6-7369 0.2810 0 .. 2932 737 .'.10.66 .'.3.56 0.49 l 

0.59 0.2951 0.0164 12.5206 o.;227 0.5.3$6 737 22.40 4.fl:, b.69 
0.39 0.0685 0.0038 4.7269 0 .. 1972 0 • .2010 740 13.99 3.00 0.,4.1 
0.53 0.4742 0,0263 14.2774 0.5956 0.6219 735 .31.11 6.66 0.56 
0.37 0.3511 0.0495 10.4757 0.4370 . 0.4565 734 31.,32 7,00 0.39 
0.24 0 .. 1947 0.0108 6.1670 0.2572 0.258-3 737 30.11 5 • .34 0.30 
0.25 0.2283 0.0127 7 .. 5644 0.3155 0 • .3.:282 740 ;;:,8.56 7.51 0.31 
0.31 0,2543 0-01.U 7.8985 0 • .3:295 0 • .3436 737 30.28 6 .. 32 0 • .32 
0 • .30 0.3938 0.0219 12.9511 0.4985 0.5204 739 31.0.3 9 .. 99 0.32 
0.36 O.J664 0.0203 9.5122 0 .. 5290 0.5494 738 27 • .31 6.56 0.42 
0 .. 25 0.4189 0.0~3.3 10.1245 0.5631 0 .. 5863' 734 29.10 10.05 0.34 
0.23 0.:2983 0.0166 10.0209 O .. t.,.877 0.5042 736 zt~.16 10.Sl 0.33 
0.24 0.1224 0.0068 3.5966 0.2000 0 .. 2068 736 . 24.98 3.72 0.31 

(1) .ill cv.libr2.tion e::i:periments ml':1.de at 30°c .. except :J/7 which WDs made at 250c. 

· (2) Nickel electrodes re.pl.a.ced after calibra.tion experiment #12. 

{;,) Eleetroly~is cells completely redesigned ttfter ctlitTation experiment #Hl. 

I\) 
+:'" 



· Calibration Exp,/ 

Gr. of ~o 

Gr. of HOi 

Moles of HC1 

Gr. of Ag 

:Moles of Inert Gas 

Total Moles of Gas 

Pressure Corrected :mm. 

· Time of Exp. hrs. 

Rat,e of Flow cc/sec 

Vapor Press. of H2o mm. 

Literature value, v-..i.por. 
press. of HaO at 3000. 

Vapor Press. of Rel mm. 

Literature value~ yapor 
press. of HCl mm. 

TABLE lll 

Vapor Pressure 
of H20 at 30 C. 

19 

0.19 

0.2951 

8.7195 

0 .. 3637 

·O.J80l 

738 

11 .• 39 

0.20 

:n.1a 

31~82 

TABLE IV 

Partial Pressures 0£ 
H20 and HCl at 30°0. 

20 

0.19 

0.1529 

0.0140 

0.008.$ 

0 .. 0004 

8.4656 

O.J$3l 

0.3620 

742 

11.06 

0.20 

17.38 

"* 17.37 · 

0.76 

* Partial pressure of n2o at .3o0c. obtained from 
data of Akerlof and Teare14, Robinson and. Stokesl5. 

** Partial pressur.e of HGl at. Jo0 c. obtained from data 
of Bates and fd.rsohmannl6·~ 

25 
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DISCUSSION 

'I'he results of the calibration experiments are given in tables I-IV. 

It can readily be seen that, the first efforts to calibrate the apparatus 

by em.ploying pure distilled 1,mter in the saturators gave results ~0;hich 

were consistently low. At first it was believed the error might be due 

to the use of' a copper eoulometer the accuracy of which is liJni ted by -the 

reaction 

eu++ + Cu 2eu+ 

However, the substitution of the silver coulometei· failed to improv$ tho 

accuracy. 

Electrochemical changes on the nickel electrodes of the gas generators 

would account. for so.me of the low results since some electrical energy 

would be used in bringing the changes about and hence this quantity would 

not be ava.ilable for the generation of hydrogen and o:x.7gen. -ilhile tbis 

doubtless contributed to the erro:i:·, the amount of this contribution could 

not be estimated, and the redes:i.gn employing platinum electrodes in sul

furic acid eliminated this source of error completely. 

Probably the chief sourco of error ir1 the measurements occurred in 

the leakage of gas, part,icularly hydrogen. Confinement of hydrogen under 

pressure is not easy in as extensive an apparatus as -~vas employed here and 

over the extended period of time (approximately ten hours) required for 

each run. After several changes in the design the final apparatus de

scribed earlier was found to be aatisfactorily gas-tight. 

nAscariten and anhydrous magnesium perchlorate were found to be very 

satisf actor;r in selectively absorbing hydrochloric acid v-apors and water 

vapors. In future work, it would be ·worthwhile to determine the minimum 

length of absorbent necessary to quantitatively absorb the vapors a:nd 
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thus reduce the back pressure of the absorption tubes to a point where it 

could be neglected. 

t;fo difficulty was experienced in handling the silver coulometer if 

the previously mentioned technique ,vas followed.. The acidity of the silver 

nitrate solution increased slightly with each calibration attempt, indi

cating the possible need to purify the silver nitrate crystals and use 

conductivity water in making the coulometer solution. 

In table III is presented the comparison between the e:x;perimental 

values of the vapor pressure of water and the 1i terature va1ue. 'rhe 

agreement is quite satisfactory, being a little greater than 0.1%. 

In table IV is contained the experimentally measured partial pres

sures of both water and hydrogen chloride above a 7.28h molal hydrochloric 

acid solution. The agreement is again quite satisfying. In obtaining the 

partial pressure of water from the literature, the experimental data of 

Akerlof 2nd Tearel4 were consulted to obtain the partial molal heat con

tents needed to convert from 25°0. to 30°c. the water activities calcu

lated from the osmotic coefficient of Robinson and Stokesl5. The partial 

pressure of hydrogen-chloride was taken from the direct measurements of 

Bates and Kirschmannl6 who also used the transpiration method in their 

work. Although the agreetrtont is not as good, the experimental uncertainty 

in both this vmrk and in theirs is large since the partial pressure of the 

HCL is quite small. The agreement is, however, ·vnthin the experimental 

uncertainty. 

Although time did not permit further calibration experiments on 

solutions of higher HGl molality nor the application of the vapor pressure 

lowerings of HCl and H2o by a salt to the measurement of solute activities:, 



the apparatus seems to be sufficiurrtl;y reliable to per:mi t such measure

ments; however., the values (as in the case of' activities determined by 

vapor pressure lowerings in general) would likely not be highly precise. 

Hevertheless, since 110 other methods are available for obtaining 

activities in such solutions, this type of data ,muld be very useful. 

28 



V. SID'™-ARY 
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SUMMARY 

1. A transpiration apparatus was constructed which ca.'11 be used in 

obtaining aetivi ty da;t,a through measurement of the vapor pressure lo:wering 

of hydl"ochloric acid-water mixtures by salts. 

2. Anhydrous magnesium perchlorate and 111-1.scarite" v!fere entirely 

satisfactory as absorbents. 

3. The problem of' hydrogen leakage was eliminated by properly 

redesigning the gas generators. 
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